
Joshua S. Davis is a Partner at Baker Sterchi Cowden & Rice, LLC. Clients entrust Josh with 
work in both personal and commercial lines dealing with property, casualty, and liability matters. 
Accident scene management and inspection, handling expert retention and analysis, and the 
related litigation tasks from inception through trial are all tasks Josh handles as part of his 
current litigation practice. 

 
Intrinsic to Josh Davis’ practice is the value he places on client service. A skill not readily taught 
in law school or at many other companies, Josh learned early on that being a good lawyer is 
directly connected to providing outstanding client service. This focus on client-first service starts 
with listening to a client’s specific problem, coordinating a solution together, and maintaining 
that ever critical communication component throughout the representation. 
Josh routinely works on defense cases, with nearly all of his cases rooted in insurance litigation, 
including third party defense, first party litigation, and insurance coverage. Clients entrust Josh 
with work in both personal and commercial lines dealing with property, casualty, and liability 
matters. In this defense practice, Josh routinely represents clients in catastrophic injury and 
property cases. 
Accident scene management and inspection, handling expert retention and analysis, and the 
related litigation tasks from inception through trial are all tasks Josh handles as part of his 
current litigation practice. In addition, he prides himself on early case assessment and constant 
communication to provide all clients a detailed evaluation of potential exposure, coupled with 
recommendations for future handling and strategies for resolution as soon as possible. Drawing 
from actual trial experience as both lead trial attorney and as second chair, Josh is able to 
provide a comprehensive set of litigation skills, aggressively representing client interests while 
balancing the client’s financial realities and unique business interests. 
In addition to serving his clients zealously, Josh has been selected by his peers and Super 
Lawyers Missouri & Kansas as a “Rising Star” among Missouri lawyers since 2013, an honor 
given to only 2.5% of all practicing attorneys in Missouri and Kansas who have been practicing 
for less than 10 years or who are under the age of 40. He is also a member of the 
Transportation Lawyers Association. 
 


